WHEEL OF THE YEAR
PERFECT PURPLE

actual size

A perfect drop of color. Faceted
amethyst drops, clad in sterling
silver, shine in sublime simplicity.
Pendant on 18" chain.
J10707 Faceted Amethyst 		
Earrings $50
J21063 Faceted Amethyst
Pendant $55

NEW!

The Celts did not measure the passing of time with a calendar. Their
sense of the year was circular, marked at the quarters and cross-quarters by seasonal festivals. This beautifully detailed plaque by Maxine
Miller depicts the cycles of nature in
plant forms arrayed around spokes
denoting the festivals. Resin
plaque has eight hangers on
the back, so you can turn
it as the year turns. 10½"
diameter. In Wood-Tone,
as shown, or Dark Bronze
(see gaelsong.com).
D23020 Wheel of the Year
Plaque $60

NEW! IN THE

Spring Awakening

EXCLUSIVE! Purple
was once the color of
royalty, for the most
formal occasions.
Now, drape yourself
in lush purple, and
revel in your freedom.
This dress, a long
length of comfortable
knit, draping but not
clingy, features ruched
gathers at waist, and
swirling handkerchiefhem skirt. Cotton;
machine wash. Made in
Nepal; fair trade. Sizes
S-XL.
A50302 Purple Swirl
Dress $65

In early February, the Celtic festival of Imbolc—between
the solstice and the equinox—brings the first stirrings
of spring. The sun lingers longer every day, and the seeds
underground slowly stir into life. Soon the first green shoots
will appear, heralding the miracle of spring once again
awakening.

PURPLE

FOREVER

actual size

The endless blending of past, present
and future—entwined eternal knots
speak of the union of souls ’til the end
of time. Gold bands edge elegant openwork silver knots on this extraordinary ring
designed by Keith Jack. Sterling silver and 10k
gold rings in whole and half sizes 5-15.
J74001 Two-Tone Eternal Knot Ring $330

SWEETNESS OF
LIFE

TANTALIZING!

EXCLUSIVE! The hummingbird,
seeking nectar, is a reminder
to enjoy the sweetness of life.
Shining hummingbirds and
hearts bring quiet joy in this
sterling silver jewelry. Pendant
on 18" chain.
J10729 Hummingbird & Heart Earrings $42
J21019 Hummingbird & Heart Pendant $45

actual size

The enticing bloom of a dangling
flower, luring hummingbird and
bee. Leaves of fine filigree over
purple enamel open to silvery
petals in full bloom. Silver stamens
sparkle with lavender crystals
for further allure. Latchback
earhooks. Made in USA.
J10082	Silver Flower Earrings $52

actual size

NEW! EXOTIC GARDEN
Enter an exotic garden of
vibrant colors and bold forms.
Swirling paisley and flowers in
full bloom drift on this floaty,
lightweight mesh jacket.
Multiple panels vary the
pattern. Lightly shaped
flyaway jacket has a full
hem, curving longer in
back. 31" at longest
in back. Imported.
Polyester/
spandex; machine
wash. Sizes S-XXL.
A60394 Exotic Garden Mesh
		
Jacket $48

NEW!

MEANDERING
PATHS

Wander your own path
and follow your dreams.
Heathered dusty rose-violet
fabric is knit in bands that
ripple down in organic
contours, meandering where
they will. Lightly-shaped
short-sleeved tunic dress
features a rounded hem,
side-seam pockets. Approx.
37" at longest. Polyester/
rayon; machine wash.
Made in Nepal; fair trade.
Generously sized S/M,
L/XL, XXL.
A50326 Ripple Stitch
Tunic Dress $49

Tank
not
included

NEW! WHERE YOUR DAY

TAKES YOU

CALM CENTER

At last—nothing scheduled today!
Do nothing, and do it in style in these
distinctive double-layered pants. Floaty
gauze outer layer buttons down the
leg for a long line; inner straight leg
keeps you covered. Elastic waist with
drawstring. Crinkle textured fabric packs
easily. 28" inseam. Imported. Poly/
cotton; machine wash. Sizes S-XXL.
A70107 Button-Leg Gauze Pants $50

EXCLUSIVE! Strength and
serenity are invoked by
this bracelet. Double
antiqued-silver cables
support a bright
faceted amethyst—
a stone of calm and
centering—held
between stylized
lotus blossoms.
Toggle clasp adjusts
length 7-8".
J50062 Amethyst Lotus
Bracelet $165
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NEW! SEEK MAGIC

In the enchanted woods grows a deep-purple flower, said to have
marvelous properties... Seek magic in these comfortable mary
jane shoes—flowers at the toe and heel, low heel to take you
far. Laser-cut, etched and hand-painted leather, padded insole
and rubber outsole. Velcro closure. 7/8" heel. European (U.S.)
sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½),
40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42 (10½-11). By Spring Footwear.
B70092 Deep Purple Mary Janes $100
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